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•  Over 2010 - 2012 wrote 5 major multi-country telematic works. 

•  Involved software development, composition, performance. 

•  Compositional method in telemusic has always been to use a latency 
accepting approach (Rebelo) 

•  Use a directed dramaturgy approach, allowing aspects of improvisation 
within a defined structure. 

•  Involved real instruments,  software instruments, digital controllers, 
intelligent agents, generative systems. 

•  Use an adapted conversational model of interaction (Paine) between 
people and people/machines. 

•  Drawing on emotion paradigms for composition (Whalley) 











•  Multidirectional at 48k over multiple stereo channels.  

•  Use high speed research networks  

•  IPv4 and IPv6 capable  

•  Can run multiple data channels at the same time through OSC groups  

•  Run 5 channels of HD Digital Video  

•  Can run graphics and text layers through independent channel   

•  Have direct link to High Performance Computer Cluster 

•  Can stream real time  video and audio to the internet of performances.  



•  Early problem was making scores for real-time telematic music 

•  First attempts used hand-drawn reductive graphic scores  

•  Distributed to players after defining parts 

•  Performance timing controlled by metronomes on iPads  



•  Drawn score gives patches, gestures, frequency and timbre. Details entry/ exist, 
micro gestures,  dynamics, timing, spectrum,  BUT............. 

•  Can't change things quickly in conversation/discussion. Several iterations, 
scans/ email too slow 

•  Timing not specific. Tempo and absolute time not separate. Timing may 
change. 

•  A software-based scoring system had to address macro-structure process and 
goal approaches (Weinberg). 

•  Accommodate improvisation, use a directed dramaturgy paradigm, solve timing 
and co-ordination problems, and accommodate non-standard instruments and 
machines.  

•  Allow score interaction in a distributed way, and display as part of performance 

•  Extend my prior method 



No standard instruments, just archetypes like gesture, spectra etc 

Timbre is not related instruments, often described  affectively  

Timbre a good deal of creativity in medium 

Gesture often not related to pitch , and can extend pitch gestures 

Range of gestures starting to be codified, but means of representation not 
standardized 

No standard method to notate many effects  



•  To address this, the GNMISS scoring system was developed.  

•  The first layer of the score draws on emotion theory research (Plutchik), 
and maps a range of emotions to different colors as a primary basis for 
gesture and timbre.  

•  The emotional gambit for each part/player is mapped on a circle that 
outlines the dramatic structure of the work.  





Plutchik's matrix reoriented to ….. 
PAD  model (Mehrabian) develop and is used in much music emotion research.  

Pleasure/displeasure , arousal/non-arousal, dominance/submissiveness 

Emotion to show dramatic relationships in the structure of scores 

Turning to show absolute time.  

Metronome in centre to show speed 

Distributed so all see same score, timing and any edit updates  



•  An initial text layer added to scores gave key centers (if any)  aligned to 
the emotional/ dramatic structure of works. 

•  Allows for spectral parts to be tuned to notes,  and instruments to be 
tuned to works, and players/spectra to shift tone centers in the 
structure. 

•  A work can be tuned to an instrument's structure, like a violin. 

•  Key centre indicators always put on the first circle, so players can 
follow this and the metronome in close proximity. 



•  Apart from the emotion line for each part, two other parts are added per player.  

•  The first text part allows for the indication of motive, its variation and frequency 
range (high, middle, low),  to be added at periods in each line.  

•  eg. 1aH = a development of the first motive played in high range. 

•  Text can also be used it indicate patch numbers for sounds 

•  Between the emotional structure, and development of material, the macro 
structure of the work can begin to the set 

•  All this presupposes the composers/co-improvisers have arrived at a set of 
sounds and gestures that will mesh as an ensemble in an integrated way. 



•  A second layer allows for composition/performance indicators through symbols that 
represent musical archetypes within each emotion sequence.  

•  Archetypes are texture, spectra, effect, gesture shape (tonal, atonal, microtonal), rhythm 
shape (symmetrical, asymmetrical). Volume and articulation indicators can also be added. 

•  A gesture/effects font written for this.  

•  72 symbols with a common icons for indicators within each archetype. Eg. Circles for 
effects, squares for textures, multiple lines for spectral  info, triangles for volume, lines 
and dots for gestures. 

•  Characters can be combined to make directive sequences (like standard music  notation is 
built up). Often just act as macro reminder. 

•  If more detail is required for a part it can be written on a separate sheet, like an orchestral 
part. But have used this only as a starting place for some more traditional players. 





•  Performers then select sounds to interpret emotion , motive , frequency 
and gesture decided on. 

•  A composer can then change the level of prescription as needed for a 
works 

•  Interpretation is interactive in a conversational manner with other 
performers' choices in real time 

•  This is aided by visual cues as the players can see each other through 
HD video 

•  Audience can also see the dramatic structure of the work - so have 
player audience interaction. 



•  It was programmed in MAX/MSP and open GL and JavaScript .  

•  Client programs sit on each machine 

•  The system coordinated through OSC groups server,  

•  So a composer might put out the score and performers update all score 
deployments as they alter details on their part;  

•  Or the score can be created from scratch by several co - improvisers.  

•  Can be altered multi-directionally, and updates in real -time.    

•  Tempo altered in real time. 





•  The system was tested in the new work Sendai na Chikai (Whalley 2012) 
at MUSICACOUSTIC12 Beijing.  

•  Recently used for my work SymbolAct (Whalley 2012) for 121212 festival 

•  The scores are visually interesting enough to be projected as part of 
performances, to allow audience greater understanding of distributed 
works.  















•  Combines emotion theory, music emotion theory, affective timbre 

•  Patch and motive lines with emotions for macro compositional structure 

•  Small gestures through micro gesture layer 

•  Micro gesture font for EA interpretation 

•  Timing through score rotation in absolute time, speed independent click 

•  Interaction through distributed score and central server 

•  Visual interest through beaming the score up as part of the performance 

•  ONGOING 

•  Test in wider variety of situations 

•  Extend micro gesture font 

•  Integration of timing with music programs to follow sync and alter timing. 

•  Integrate machine based intelligent agent software (Whalley) (ARCGrant) 


